Effective Use of Video in Learning & Teaching
This session will provide an overview of the role of video in effective blended course delivery.

Video can be an effective means to maintain teacher presence, facilitate engagement, overcome isolation and provide explanations for requirements such as assessment.

Video also provides a means to provide personalised feedback, demonstrate skills, or bring insights from experts into the learning environment.

Finally, we will demonstrate how Kaltura integrated with Moodle can support these approaches.
Create and capture

The Kaltura Capture Space Software makes it easy to:
- Record directly from your Webcam
- Capture your Screen & WebCam
- Make a mini-lesson by narrating PowerPoint slides
- Record Audio only
- Record practical or demonstrations

Remember to:
- Keep it short and sweet
- Consider the needs of diverse learners
- Don’t copy-right ...

Contact boldtech@federation.edu.au for help getting started.

Moodle integration

Embed your engaging multimedia learning content anywhere there is a Moodle editor.

Try adding Kaltura media in a:
- Book
- Lesson
- Quiz
- Glossary
- Forum post
- Web page
- Choice
- Assignment

Communicate and interact

Try these tips to enhance your online course:
- Embed a welcome video or topic introduction to build connection with your cohort
- Ask your online students to introduce themselves to the class via audio or video
- Post a weekly video in a forum to keep your cohort on track
- Explain your assessment task and provide instructions on how to complete it
- Post an interview with an industry practitioner or expert and ask your students to reflect or discuss
- Demonstrate a practical skill or scenario in preparation for a tutorial
- Provide formative video feedback

There’s no file size limits with Kaltura Cloud Storage

Kaltura media plays back on any device and your students can download video for offline viewing.

Want more ideas?

Ask your CLIPP Learning Designer or contact boldtech@federation.edu.au
Flexible & Equitable Assessment

Kaltura supports equitable and authentic assessment where you need to:

- Offer equity for online students e.g. presentations can be done via video not just in the classroom
- Attain evidence of skill proficiency
- Capture evidence of learning processes
- Students can embed their Kaltura media evidence or reflections into their ePortfolio

Always consider if video is the best way to measure attainment of learning outcomes.

Remember to scaffold your assessment task with embeddable and customisable instructions available from CLIPP.

Want more ideas and advice? Contact clipp@federation.edu.au

Promote your practice

Now that you’ve created some amazing learning materials and practices you can publish these publically as exemplars at conferences or as content marketing pieces for your program.

Remember to contact your Faculty Marketing team, Library Copyright Office, and CLIPP for advice before making your video public via the FedFlix portal or any external facing website.

To find out more head to federation.edu.au/video-platform
Moodle and Kaltura Demo
Mood and Kaltura Demo

1. Demonstrate how to access, download and install CaptureSpace
2. Demonstrate how to record the webcam, audio, screen and PowerPoint
3. Demonstrate how to upload the video or audio to My Media
4. Demonstrate how to access your Kaltura My Media from the Dashboard
5. Demonstration how to embed media into the topic home-page via the “add an activity & resource menu”
6. Demonstrate how to embed Kaltura media via the Moodle text editor
7. Demonstrate how to share media with my colleagues across FedUni
8. Mention student support resources and discuss how to access embedded scaffolding from LSAs
9. Discuss how you may adopt Kaltura in your teaching practice?

10. Homework:
    1. Download CaptureSpace application
    2. Make your first 5 minute webcam or screen capture?
       1. Topic introduction
       2. Description of assessment task or difficult concept requirements etc
11. Request assistance from boldtech@federation.edu.au if you have any issues
Download and install CaptureSpace
Kaltura Capture Space
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- Screen Capture - 2017 December
  - From Brian Martin 1 day ago
  - 01:01

- Adobe Connect Application Launch Issue
  - From Brian Martin 3 days ago
  - Launching Adobe Connect via the LTI requires a 2 step process
  - 01:08
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